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Kathy Sullivan wanted to go everywhere. She loved blueprints and maps. She loved languages
and the ocean. She didn’t like the question, “What do you want to be when you grow up?” She
wanted to explore and do exciting things that girls weren’t supposed to be able to do. Only men
had the exciting jobs. Kathy liked fishing and swimming; flying planes and studying science.
That’s what she liked and that’s what she decided to do with her life. She followed her heart and
eventually became a NASA astronaut and the first woman to walk in space. Kathy wanted to see
the whole world and so she did: from space! Backmatter includes further information about Dr.
Sullivan and her career, as well as other famous firsts made by women astronauts.

From School Library JournalGr 2–5—A picture book biography of Sullivan, the first woman to do
an extravehicular activity—more commonly known as a space walk—during her 1984 mission
on the Challenger. Whimsical illustrations alternate between Sullivan as a young girl looking over
her father's blueprints, daydreaming about seeing the world, and learning to fly and Sullivan as
an adult training at NASA and riding the launch into space. The text supplies a subtle dose of girl
power as readers witness Kathy succeeding despite sexist statements from friends and adults,
such as "Girls don't like those jobs" and "Girls are supposed to be teachers or nurses or moms."
Back matter includes a note from Sullivan about how she dreaded being asked, "What do you
want to be when you grow up?," as well as a short essay with more information on her and other
female space pioneers. However, only American women are featured here; others, such as
Valentina Tereshkova, the first woman in space, are not mentioned. The simple text makes this
volume a good option for a group read-aloud during a unit on space or Women's History Month,
but there may not be enough substance here for school reports. VERDICT A wonderful and
inspiring addition to biography and space collections.—Meaghan Darling, Long Hill Township
Public Library, Gillette, NJReviewThis biography of Kathy Sullivan joins the ranks of picture
books about women who have taken to the air.Her name is not familiar to most people, yet her
achievements were major. As a child, she dreamed of having a pocketful of airplane tickets so
she could see the whole world. Unlike her female friends, she wanted to be an adventurer, like a
spy or a diplomat. She ignored the taunts ("Girls don't like those jobs"), and when she was a
teenager, she learned to be a pilot. Attractive watercolor-and-ink illustrations visually use
alternating, double-page spreads to show how, throughout her childhood and young adulthood,
her determination became the impetus for her adult challenges. This back-and-forth perspective,
between childhood and adulthood, is effective for the age group. In 1978, she became one of the
first six women selected to join NASA, and she was the first American woman to walk in space,
in 1984. Notes, each a full page long, from the author and Sullivan herself encompass her
adventurous spirit and encourage girls to "set big goals." Concluding thumbnail biographies



profile 13 other woman astronauts, including Sally Ride, Kalpana Chawla, Mae Jemison, and
Ellen Ochoa.This welcome addition to the field of female fliers will be informative as well as
inspirational for girls.-Kirkus ReviewsAstronaut Sullivan collaborates with Van Vleet to recount
her path to becoming the first American woman to walk in space, while aboard the Challenger
shuttle in 1984. In one scene, a young Sullivan dives into a lake, while on the following spread
she's seen working on deep-sea-submersibles as an adult. Wong's lemony ink-and-watercolor
illustrations picture Sullivan as calm and curious, and her decision to pursue exactly what
interests her ("I know what I love, and I'm just going to follow that compass") may encourage
readers to give more credence to their own aspirations. Extensive endnotes offer additional
details about Sullivan's life and accomplishments, as well as those of other pioneering female
astronauts.-Publishers Weekly This biographical picture book presents astronaut Kathy Sullivan,
who, in 1984, became "the first American woman to walk in space." Double-page spreads
featuring scenes from her youth alternate with those showing her adult years, while the succinct
text uses thematic links to draw pairs of illustrations together. For instance, on one spread Kathy
is doing a cannonball dive into the pool, while on the next she is an astronaut doing underwater
training. Learning to fly, teenage Kathy looks at the dials in the cockpit of a plane, while the next
page shows astronaut Kathy studying a larger, more complex instrument panel. Though
occasionally a bit static, the ink-and-watercolor illustrations do a good job showing Sullivan
growing up. Readers wanting more information will find "A Note from Kathy" appended along
with biographical information about Sullivan and paragraphs introducing other notable women in
space. An attractive introduction to an American astronaut.-BooklistA picture book biography of
Sullivan, the first woman to do an extravehicular activity--more commonly known as a space
walk--during her 1984 mission on the Challenger. Whimsical illustrations alternate between
Sullivan as a young girl looking over her father's blueprints, daydreaming about seeing the world,
and learning to fly and Sullivan as an adult training at NASA and riding the launch into space.
The text supplies a subtle dose of girl power as readers witness Kathy succeeding despite sexist
statements from friends and adults, such as "Girls don't like those jobs" and "Girls are supposed
to teachers or nurses or moms." Back matter includes a note from Sullivan about how she
dreaded being asked, "What do you want to be when you grow up?," as well as a short essay
with more information on her and other female space pioneers. However, only American women
are featured here; others, such as Valentina Tereshkova, the first woman in space, are not
mentioned. The simple text makes this volume a good option for a group read-aloud during a
unit on space or Women's History Month, but there may not be enough substance here for
school reports. VERDICT A wonderful and inspiring addition to biography and space collections.-
School Library JournalAbout the AuthorCarmella Van Vleet is the author of many hands-on
science and history books and the middle-grade novel Eliza Bing Is (Not) a Big, Fat Quitter
(Holiday House). To the Stars! is her first picture book.Dr. Kathryn Sullivan is a distinguished
scientist and renowned astronaut. She was one of the first six women selected to join the NASA
astronaut corps in 1978 and holds the distinction of being the first American woman to walk in



space. Dr. Sullivan flew on three shuttle missions during her fifteen-year tenure, including the
mission to deploy the Hubble Space Telescope. She was confirmed by the Senate as the Under
Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and NOAA Administrator in 2014.Nicole
Wong has illustrated many books for children, including No Monkeys, No Chocolate; Maxwell's
Mountain; Wild Rose's Weaving (Tanglewood Press); and "L" Is for Library (Upstart
Books).Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Kathy Sullivan loved to
explore. When her dad brought home blueprints of the airplanes he was designing at
work, Kathy unrolled the pages and spread them out. She carefully crawled over them, studying
the lines and curves.            When she was older, Kathy studied other papers.Read more
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Angel, “Great book!. My granddaughters love this book! Kathy’s story is perfectly timed as the
“space game “ is back on in America. Girls can (and do) do anything and this is a great way to
get them interested in something other than princesses”

Dragon Wrangler, “Real Wonder Women who took to the Stars. Sick of young girls with dreams
of being Princesses - this year I gave all my grandnieces every book, game, doll and LEGO set I
could find about the Brave & Historic Women in the US Space Program!!”

Susan B. Rainwater, “Well written story of America’s first female space walker. A well written
story of America’s first female space walker.”

L W., “Cute book!. We bought this book to use for a "wax" museum autobiography for 3rd grade.
Though it is more story oriented, there is a very nice section that included just the information we
needed!”

Rebecca, “Good kids book. Great kids nonfiction book!”

JoMama, “I enjoyed this children's book about Kathy Sullivan. I enjoyed this children's book
about Kathy Sullivan. The story was interesting and I liked reading about Kathy's adventure
heart as a child and as an adult. I really appreciated the more personal information about Kathy
at the back of the book as well as a brief description of other women in space history. What
great role models they are for children.One aspect of the book that I didn't love was in the way it
was told. I felt that it was a little disjointed in the way that it bounced back and forth between
Kathy's life as a young girl and her adulthood. Other people may feel that it flows just fine but it
didn't work very well for me.The illustrations fit nicely with the overall story and added a great
feel to the book. I look forward to reading more by this author.Thank you to NetGalley and
Charlesbridge for an ARC in exchange for an honest review.”

Annette Lamb, “Inspirational Picture Book Biography. TO THE STARS! by Carmella Van Vleet
and Kathy Sullivan tells the true story of the first American woman to walk in space.This
fascinating, picture book biography features Sullivan’s childhood dream of becoming a world
traveler and her teenaged ambition to become a pilot. Woven into the story are flashes to the
future showing the outcome of Sullivan’s childhood aspirations.The book concludes with a note
from Sullivan and a more detailed biography. Short descriptions of other famous women involved
with the space program are also provided.Nicole Wong’s accurate and appealing illustrations
add interest to the story. The large, easy-to-read font will appeal to both students and
teachers.Librarians will find this inspirational biography a welcome addition to their nonfiction,
picture book collections.To learn more about the author, go to [...]To learn more about Kathryn



Sullivan, go to [...]Published by Charlesbridge on January 5, 2016. ARC courtesy of the
publisher.”

It's Me, Sven!, “Great book about an amazing role-model.. My five-year-old has some excellent
female role-models, not to mention Doc McStuffins. At this stage in her life, she is well aware that
gender should not be a barrier for her doing what she wants to do with life. Still, I always like to
show her women who do great things (without telling her that is what we are doing). TO THE
STARS is a wonderful book for that purpose. It is also a wonderful book for any kid interested in
space exploration, science, etc.The book describes the life of Kathy Sullivan, former astronaut
and the first woman to walk in space. The book tells the story of how Kathy became interested in
flying and how she refused to listen to those who told her that “girls” cannot do certain jobs. The
authors did a fantastic job of illustrating how the things Kathy did when she was younger
prepared her for her work at NASA. The illustrations are detailed and well done. They tie the
entire book together.I am fairly new to children’s nonfiction, though nonfiction books comprise
the majority of my personal reading. I also write for academic markets. Reading this book, I am in
awe of how well the authors told the story of Dr. Sullivan at a child’s level (in fewer than 50 total
pages). This is a superb work of nonfiction for any child. I also appreciated the back material of
the book that went into a bit more detail on Dr. Sullivan.TO THE STARS tells a wonderful story,
the writing is superb, and the illustrations are outstanding.This Christmas, my daughter asked for
one gift: a toy rocket. She got it. Guess I need to start saving for space camp.In the interest of full
disclosure, I received a complimentary electronic copy of TO THE STARS from the publisher (via
Netgalley) for review purposes.”

nigel pritchard, “Inspiring true story. I bought this for my clas of 5 year olds during a space topic
when one girl asked 'What are all the astronauts in books men?' This is an inspiring true story
that's ideally aimed at 5-7 year olds.”

The book by Carmella Van Vleet has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 64 people have provided feedback.
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